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Magnum - The Valley Of Tears - The Ballads (2017)

  

    01. Dream About You [Remastered]  02. Back In Your Arms Again [Newly Re-Recorded
Version]  03. The Valley Of Tears [Remixed, Remastered]  04. Broken Wheel [Newly
Re-Recorded Version]  05. A Face In The Crowd [Remixed, Remastered]  06. Your Dreams
Won't Die [Remastered]  07. Lonely Night [Acoustic Version] [Newly Re-Recorded]  08. The
Last Frontier [Remixed, Remastered]  09. Putting Things In Place [Remixed, Remastered]  10.
When The World Comes Down [Live]    Tony Clarkin – guitars  Bob Catley – vocals  Mark
Stanway – keyboards  Al Barrow – bass  Harry James – drums    

 

  

Renowned not only for their powerful rock songs but also for countless moving ballads, British
rock icons MAGNUM are set to surprise their fans with a very special release at the very
beginning of the coming year. Due on January 6, 2017 (U.S. and Canada on January 20, 2017),
"The Valley Of Tears - The Ballads" is an album featuring ten of the band's most accomplished
ballads, all of them remastered and in parts even newly re-recorded and remixed.

  

Guitarist, composer and producer Tony Clarkin states: "The release of this album was originally
inspired by my daughter. A few months ago she asked me, 'MAGNUM have so many beautiful
quiet numbers. Why don't you put together a compilation highlighting some of the most powerful
tracks?' Olly Hahn of Steamhammer/SPV was immediately taken by the concept, so I set down
to work on it."

  

"The Valley Of Tears - The Ballads" contains material from the band's different creative phases.
Along with remastered versions of more recent ballads from albums such as "Into The Valley Of
The Moonkings", "The Visitation" and the current studio recording "Sacred Blood - Divine Lies",
there will also be a newly re-recorded acoustic version of their classic "Lonely Night" and a new
haunting live version of their hit "When The World Comes Down" from their 1986 cult recording
"Vigilante".
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The release will be supported by selected shows in the U.K. and Ireland during the run-up to
Christmas and a German/Swiss tour where Tony Clarkin and Bob Catley join the "Rock Meets
Classic" tour from March 30, 2017. Some more festivals for summer 2017 will be announced
shortly. --- blabbermouth.net

  

 

  

Hankies at the ready, it’s the tearjerker of compilations. One of the most gratifying things about
the rock scene in Britain in the last decade or so has been the real renaissance of Magnum.
The Brummie melodic/power metal band (call them what you like it all fits) have released a
string of great records over the last few years.

  

Just this year they stuck out the phenomenal “Sacred Blood ‘Divine’ Lies album to rather
cement their reputation as one of the best – and most enduring – of outfits.

  

“Your Dreams Won’t Die” one of the tracks from “…. Lies” appears on this too. “Valley Of Tears
– The Ballads” (it’s title comes from a song on the 2014 “Escape From The Shadow Garden”
album), and that in itself is interesting, as in common with a few on here, it’s remastered (and to
be fair you can tell as it does sound perfect in this form.

  

As the album title suggests, though, this is a collection of Magnum’s ballads. No one writes
them quite like Tony Clarkin either, and there’s no one who delivers these lines like the legend
that is Bob Catley, which makes this kinda cool.

  

The gorgeous cover art indicates that there’s plenty of thought gone into this too, and it’s not the
rag bag collection it would have been in some hands. Magnum simply have too much class for
that, and anyway, the idea for the album came from Clarkin’s daughter, so it is just a bit
personal too.

  

Amongst its ten tracks are new versions of three – “Broken Wheel” from the 1992 album
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“Sleepwalking” is perhaps the best of these – but as you’d except from a band like this, then
they are not hugely different from the originals, more subtle changes, and “Back In Your Arms”
from the “Rock Art” album at the start of the 21st century has been spruced up, given a
makeover and sounds less dated than it did.

  

The others are mostly remixed and remastered – and therefore if we are honest for
completestists only  – save for its closing song, a brand spanking new live version of “When The
World Comes Down” – originally from the 86 classic “Vigilante” album, which is quite superb.

  

Ultimately, is “Valley Of Tears – The Ballads” going to change your life? No. Is it going to fill the
gap until the next Magnum album? Perhaps. Does it showcase some of the brilliant songs of
one the best bands this country has got? Absolutely.

  

Magnum’s labour of love – in all meanings of the phrase – therefore deserves your attention. ---
maximumvolumemusic.com

  

download (mp3 @320 kbs):

  

yandex mega mediafire cloudmailru ge.tt
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